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The Honorable Jay Clayton 
Chairman 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Dear Chairman Clayton: 

We write to urge the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to put retail investors first and 
revise its proposed regulations governing the standards of care owed by broker-dealers when 
providing retail investors with personalized investment recommendations (referred to herein as 
"Regulation BI"). 

For far too long, certain financial professionals have been able to game the system and choose a 
standard of care that allows them to put their interests and profit motives ahead of their retail 
clients. As a result, hardworking Americans have lost out on millions of dollars that could have 
been used to save for their children's college, buy a home, or save for retirement. While we are 
pleased that the SEC is finally acting to address this issue, Regulation BI falls woefully short. 

The best way for the SEC to protect investors and reduce confusion is require all brokers and 
advisers, regardless of their titles, to comply with the same fiduciary standard that puts their 
clients' interests first. In passing Section 913(g) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act of 2010, Congress provided the SEC with the authority to do this so 
that the standard of conduct for a broker or dealer would be the same high fiduciary standard 
applicable to an investment adviser. Under Section 9 l 3(g) brokers, dealers and investment 
advisers would be required to "act in the best interest of the customer without regard to the 
financial or other interest of the broker, dealer, or investment adviser providing the advice." 
That section was motivated by clear evidence that the current standards were confusing to 
investors, unfair to professionals, and not sufficiently protective of investors. i ii iii iv 

However, the SEC has proposed Regulation BI under Section 913(f), a less specific subsection 
that authorizes the SEC to conduct rulemaking on the standards of care for advisers considering 
the results of the mandatory study under Section 913(b ). This decision has led to a less 
protective proposal for investors that applies two distinct standards: a "best interest" standard for 
brokers and a "fiduciary" standard for investment advisers, neither of which, as described by the 
Commission, matches the strong, enforceable standard set by Congress in 913(g). This is not 
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what Congress intended and undermines the compromise that the House and Senate reached in 
Dodd-Frank.v 

Moreover, it appears that the SEC did not adequately consider the results of its own study, as 
required by Section 913(£). As you know, that study specifically recommended that the SEC 
conduct rulemaking under Section 913(g). vi Instead, the proposal would impose some ill-defined 
best interest standard on brokers that requires them to act "without placing the financial or other 
interest ... ahead of the interest of the retail customer." This phrasing may seem similar to the 
language in Section 913(g), but its actual meaning and impact on brokers' conduct is unclear. 
The SEC explains its decision on this aspect of the draft proposal based on the concern that 
brokers may inappropriately interpret the requirement in Section 913(g), to act "without regard to 
the financial or other interest," to require broker-dealers to eliminate all conflicts of interest. 
That was clearly not Congress's intent since, as the SEC acknowledges, Section 913(g) expressly 
provides that neither commission-based compensation nor offering only proprietary products 
would alone violate any uniform fiduciary standard. 

We urge the SEC to revise its proposal consistent with Section 913(g) and require brokers to 
abide by the same high standard that currently applies to investment advisers so that their advice 
to retail investors is provided without regard to their financial or other interests. That standard 
must require brokers and investment advisers to put their clients' best interests first under a duty 
of loyalty, and disclosure, while important, should not relieve them of this duty. Regulation BI 
for brokers and the SEC's interpretation of the "fiduciary" obligation owed by investment 
advisers fail to clearly do this, enabling investors to "consent" to harmful conduct in complex 
and legalistic disclosures that most will never read and would not understand if they did. 

While the proposal makes clear that the "best interest" standard is not the same as the detailed 
standard Congress set forth in Section 913(g), it fails to adequately explain.just what it would 
require of brokers that is different from the status quo. Instead, the proposal suggests that a 
broker would violate its standard "if any recommendation was predominantly motivated by the 
broker-dealer's self-interest." Nowhere does the proposal define either "best interest" or 
"predominantly motivated." 

If the SEC intends to adopt a " best interest" standard, that standard should clearly differ from the 
current "suitability" standard, which has also been interpreted to require "that a broker make 
only those recommendations that are consistent with the customer' s best interest [ and] prohibits 
a broker from placing his or her interests ahead of the customer's interest. "vii In any final rule, 
the SEC must clearly explain the standard, what it requires and prohibits, and how it differs from 
the status quo. Without that clarification, retail investors will not be able to understand the 
difference between a fiduciary standard and a weaker "best interest" standard. 

We appreciate that the proposal requires all brokers to have written policies and procedures 
reasonably designed to identify and disclose and mitigate, or eliminate, material conflicts of 
interest arising from financial incentives associated with such recommendations. However, the 
SEC should make clear that these policies and procedures should reduce the impact of conflicts 
in order to ensure that conflicts of interest do not undermine compliance with the best interest 
standard. 
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United States Senator 

J ,,~ ~ cZ z:.a 
oryA. Booker 

United States Senator 

.__.,,,,,.-.ne Feinstein 
United States Senator 

Bernard Sanders 
United States Senator 

• 

Richard J. Durbin 
United States Senator 
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Suza e onam1c1 
Memb of Congress 

Member of Congress 

Member of Congress 

Keith Ellison 
Member of Congress 

Member of Congress 

mila Jayapal 
Member of Congress 

Member of Congress 

/ 

--

Member of Congress 

Member of Congress 

/4 
Adriano Espaillat 
Member of Congress 
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~ ri~}!~ 
Member of Congress 

Member of Congress 

Member of Congress 
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Steph 1 F. Lyn 1 

MernberofCongre/ u~ 
Marcia L. Fudge 
Member of Congress 

Carolyn . aloney 
Member o · Congress 

Eleanor Holmes Norton 
Member of Congress 

ia M. Velazquez 
Member of Congress 
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